
 
March 10, 2015 

 

 
LSB Industries, Inc. 
16 South Pennsylvania Avenue 
Oklahoma City, OK 73107 
Attn: Board of Directors 
 
Dear Members of the Board, 
  
Starboard Value LP, together with its affiliates (“Starboard”), is one of the Company’s largest shareholders, 

owning approximately 7.6% of the common stock of LSB Industries, Inc. (“LSB” or the “Company”).  We 

believe that LSB is deeply undervalued and that significant opportunities exist to create value for the benefit of 

all shareholders based on actions that should be within the control of management and the Board of Directors 

(the “Board”).  However, we also believe that meaningful change is needed to the Company’s operations, 

strategic direction, management structure, and corporate governance in order to realize the Company’s full 

potential. 
  
LSB’s operating performance, financial performance, and stock price performance have been atrocious over 

almost any measurement period.  Despite our repeated attempts to encourage you to address these and other 

issues, to date, management and the Board have largely ignored our recommendations.  It is clear to us and many 

others that the current management team has repeatedly failed to execute in both of the Company’s operating 

businesses and that the Board, as a whole, has done very little to hold management accountable for its poor 

performance or to appropriately govern LSB in a manner commensurate with best-in-class corporate governance. 
  
Since reaching a settlement with LSB on April 3, 2014, under which two directors that we had nominated joined 

the Board, LSB has had the opportunity to address the significant operational and corporate governance issues 

that have plagued the Company for years.  During this time, we have continued to privately communicate our 

views to the Board regarding how best to create shareholder value.  It was our hope and expectation that 

management and the Board would embrace the need for change and work expeditiously to materially improve 

LSB’s operations, reform its corporate governance, and create substantial value for all 

shareholders.  Unfortunately, it now appears that despite the addition of two highly-qualified and independent 

Board members last year, the incumbent majority of the Board remains steadfastly in control and continues to 

accept and condone egregious corporate governance with a complete and utter lack of management 

accountability for performance. 
  
Given this lack of progress, we find ourselves back in the same place as last year, with both the operations and 

corporate governance of the Company still in need of significant reform.  While we appreciate the ongoing 

dialogue we have had with management and certain members of the Board, we appear to be at an 

impasse.  Therefore, it has become increasingly clear to us that in order to drive the level of change that is 

necessary at LSB, shareholders will need to express their views through a democratic forum.  To that end, 

yesterday we nominated a slate of highly qualified director candidates for election at LSB’s 2015 annual meeting 

of shareholders (the “Annual Meeting”). 
  
  

  

 
  

  
Unacceptable Performance Record 
  
Over the past three and five year periods, LSB’s stock price has underperformed its closest peer group by 

approximately 50%.1  We believe this poor stock price performance is a direct result of poor operating 

performance.   LSB is comprised of two disparate businesses – Chemicals and Climate Control.  Each of these 

businesses has underperformed its closest peers dramatically.  In the Chemicals segment, despite an extremely 

favorable environment – input costs at close to trough levels and output prices close to peaks – LSB has failed to 

produce consistently positive earnings.  In fact, LSB’s margins have significantly trailed competitors, due in 

large part to substantial downtime at several of LSB’s facilities.  As shown in the table below, LSB’s chemicals 



business is currently producing EBITDA margins that are 70% below the peer median despite similar revenue 

scale. 
  

 
  

While we understand that the age of the plants, the technologies used, and the relative mix of input and output 

products can have a substantial impact on the margins realized, we believe it is clear that LSB’s Chemicals 

business has not performed up to expectations and that significant operational improvements are 

needed.  Importantly, we believe that many of this business’s repeated missteps could have been prevented 

with proper management and oversight. 
  
The Climate Control business has also significantly underperformed its potential.  Although no single competitor 

has a mix of products identical to LSB’s, we believe that based on LSB’s product mix, which includes a 

significant percentage of sales from higher-margin and proprietary geothermal systems, LSB should be able to 

achieve margins similar to those of its peers.  While several of LSB’s closest competitors are privately owned, or 

subsidiaries of larger corporations, LSB’s closest pure-play, publicly traded competitors, WaterFurnace 

Renewable Energy, Inc. (recently acquired for a significant premium) and AAON Inc., each of whom have 

similar scale to LSB’s Climate Control business, have margins that are approximately 7% to 13% higher than 

those of LSB.  Again, LSB is producing EBITDA margins in its Climate Control business that are less than 

50% of the peer median despite similar revenue scale. 
  

 
  

____________________ 
1Peer group includes RNF, CF, TNH, UAN, AAON, and NTK. Five-year excludes RNF, UAN and NTK, which 

were not public five years ago. 
  
  

  

 
  

  
It is important to note that the reported EBITDA margins for WaterFurnace and AAON are fully allocated 

including ALL corporate overhead, while for LSB, the EBITDA margin is prior to any allocation of corporate 

overhead.  Therefore, the actual margin gap between LSB and these competitors is even wider.  Further, based 

on our extensive industry research, we believe the margins for comparable businesses inside of larger 

corporations that compete with LSB’s Climate Control business, such as Carrier, Trane, and McQuay 

International, are also significantly higher than those of LSB. 
  
One of the key contributors to this underperformance has been severe underutilization of LSB’s Climate Control 

facilities.  According to LSB’s public filings, even when using scaled-down capacity benchmarks such as 4-day 



work-weeks and single-shift workdays, the utilization rates at the Climate Control facilities ranged from 39% to 

79% in 2013, well below industry norms. 
  

 
  

LSB’s current strategy of hoping for rapid revenue growth to improve capacity utilization and margins does not 

appear to be working.  In fact, revenues for the Climate Control business fell 7% in 2014 and have been flat 

over the past five years.While we agree that this business should benefit from a macro tailwind, expecting it to 

“grow into” its current capacity is simply not realistic, particularly in light of historical performance – LSB may 

need to at least triple revenue to fully utilize its current facilities.  While maintaining some excess capacity may 

be appropriate in order to allow for seasonal fluctuations and demand surges, it is clearly not acceptable to 

continue to operate at the current levels.  We believe LSB must seriously consider facility consolidation, either 

on a standalone basis or as part of a combination with another HVAC company.  LSB’s apparent lack of urgency 

to address these serious issues is deeply troubling. 
  
  

  

 
  

  
After consolidating the financial performance of these two poorly performing unrelated businesses and 

burdening them with corporate overhead of more than $20 million, LSB’s consolidated performance has been 

even worse.  As a result of the repeated poor execution in both the Chemicals and the Climate Control 

businesses, combined with increasing unallocated corporate overhead, LSB’s earnings record is abysmal.  As 

shown in the table below, LSB has missed consensus earnings expectations in each of the last 3 quarters, and 

6 of the last 10.  Moreover, given the numerous supposedly one-time items and concerning trends contained in 

these reports, LSB’s earnings announcements have consistently disappointed investors, as illustrated by the 

negative market reaction immediately following LSB’s earnings releases in 9 of the past 10 quarters.2 
 



 
  
  
Shockingly, since Q3 2012, LSB’s stock has declined a cumulative 32% during the day following each of its 

earnings reports. 
  
Unacceptable Corporate Governance 
  
We believe LSB’s poor operating performance is a direct result of the Company’s long history of poor corporate 

governance practices, a lack of appropriate board oversight, and an unwillingness to hold senior management 

accountable for performance.  In case there was any question or doubt as to LSB’s problematic 

governance, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) has given LSB a governance QuickScore of 

10, indicating the highest possible governance risk. 
  
We believe this is largely a result of the Company being run as if it were still a private family-owned and family-

operated business despite the fact that a vast majority of the Company’s equity was sold to public shareholders 

over thirty years ago. 
  
LSB was founded in 1968 by Jack Golsen, who acquired and built several successful and valuable businesses, 

including LSB’s current Climate Control and Chemicals businesses.  Over time, Jack Golsen brought in family 

members to occupy various senior management positions, creating a reporting structure ripe with conflicts of 

interest, where there is little connection between performance and advancement and effectively no 

accountability. 
  

____________________ 
2Includes LSB’s most recently-reported quarter, Q4 2014, in which LSB announced a substantial earnings miss 

and the results of its strategic review.  Following the announcement, the stock traded down approximately 10%, 

and did not rebound until after LSB issued a press release clarifying that the deadline for Starboard to nominate 

directors for election at the Annual Meeting had been extended, signaling to the market that additional Board or 

management change may be forthcoming. 
  
  

  

 
  

  
Throughout his tenure at LSB, Barry Golsen has reported to Jack Golsen, his father.  This includes his previous 

role as the President of the Company’s Climate Control business, when he reported directly to Jack Golsen. 

Then, as President and COO of the Company, Barry Golsen again reported directly to Jack Golsen, who was 

Chairman, President, and CEO at the time.  Despite year-after-year of poor performance in these roles, Barry 

Golsen has been continuously promoted to roles of increasing responsibility at LSB.  Were these promotions 

earned based on hard work and strong performance or were they merely a familial rite of passage passed down 



from father to son?  Given the obvious conflict of interests, did the Board provide appropriate oversight to ensure 

these appointments were in the best interests of shareholders? 
  
Just two months ago, when LSB announced that Jack Golsen would step down as CEO, one would have 

thought this to be an opportune chance for the Board to address the clear conflict of interests and put in place 

an improved governance structure.  It would also have been an opportunity to commence a search for a 

world-class CEO with a record of transforming companies like LSB in order to give the Company the best 

chance possible to expeditiously improve its operations.  Shockingly, rather than initiating a CEO search 

process to find a proven leader and working to ameliorate the conflicts of interest, the Board only further 

endorsed them by naming Barry Golsen CEO of LSB while electing Jack Golsen Executive Chairman of the 

Board. 
  
As it stands today, despite years of horrendous performance and shareholder concerns, Jack Golsen is Executive 

Chairman of the Board, tasked with leading the Board and providing oversight and guidance to 

management.  His eldest son, Barry Golsen, is CEO of LSB, tasked with running the Company’s Chemicals 

business while also providing oversight for the Climate Control business.  Further yet, Steven Golsen, Jack 

Golsen’s younger son, and Barry Golsen’s brother, is President and Chief Operating Officer of LSB’s woefully 

underperforming Climate Control business. Steven Golsen reports directly to Barry Golsen, who in turn reports 

directly to Jack Golsen. 
  
These appointments would be questionable even at a well-performing company, but given the long-term 

extremely poor performance of LSB, these decisions point to a terribly broken governance structure and a Board 

that is lacking enough independence to objectively evaluate the situation and make decisions that are 

in ALL shareholders’ best interests, not just the interests of the founding family. 
  
Perhaps one explanation for LSB’s inability to put into place reasonable standards of governance is that conflicts 

exist among the very executives who should be advising the Company on such matters.  As disclosed in the 

Company’s 2014 proxy statement, LSB’s General Counsel, David Shear, is the nephew, by marriage, of Jack 

Golsen.  Given the obvious conflict of interest, how can Mr. Shear provide objective legal advice to the 

Company regarding matters such as board independence, succession planning, and related party 

transactions?  Moreover, Mr. Shear is married to Heidi Brown Shear, the Vice President and Managing Counsel 

of the Company, who is herself the niece of Jack Golsen and the daughter of Robert Brown, a recently retired 

member of LSB’s Board. 
  
Perhaps this explains the numerous questionable related-party transactions in which LSB has engaged, including 

real estate deals with the Golsen family and the issuance of preferred stock to members of the Golsen 

family.  The preferred stock, which is solely owned by members of the Golsen family and was not offered to 

public shareholders, pays dividends to the family, despite LSB’s refusal to return capital to common 

shareholders through dividends or share repurchases.  The preferred stock also grants the Golsen family 

additional voting rights even without converting their preferred stock into common equity. 
  
As for the Board itself, in addition to the obvious family relationships, several Board dynamics should give 

shareholders further cause for concern.  For example, the Board’s Lead “Independent” Director, Robert Henry, is 

the President of Oklahoma City University.  Jack Golsen is a Trustee, a major donor, and a longtime member of 

the Finance Committee of Oklahoma City University.  How can Mr. Henry be asked to lead executive sessions 

of the Board to objectively evaluate the performance of Jack Golsen as Chairman and Barry Golsen as CEO, 

when, as a Trustee of Oklahoma City University, Mr. Henry effectively reports to Jack Golsen, and part of 

Mr. Henry’s job requires soliciting donations from the Golsen family?  In addition, according to the 

Company’s proxy statement, the Chairman of LSB’s Audit Committee, Robert Burtch, does not qualify as a 

“financial expert.”  Moreover, Mr. Burtch has been on the Board for more than 15 years, raising the question of 

whether he has the independence necessary for such a critical position. 
  
  

  

 
  

  
Unacceptable Responses to Shareholders 
  



We believe that shareholders have been frustrated by LSB’s operational and financial underperformance for an 

extended period of time.  Starting in 2013, shareholders began publicly calling for change.  Since that time, 

despite significant external pressure, very little has changed.  The stock price has not moved.  The margin gap 

between the Climate Control business and peers has only widened.  In the Chemicals business, while progress 

has been made stabilizing the Pryor plant, the Cherokee plant has now started to experience 

disruptions.  Moreover, the Company’s valuation continues to languish. 
  
Last year, we very clearly expressed to you, through several private letters and numerous calls and meetings, that 

LSB needed to substantially improve the operations of both of its businesses and consider several strategic 

alternatives, including a separation of its two disparate businesses and the establishment of a Master Limited 

Partnership (“MLP”) structure for its Chemicals business.  Your response to us has been that it has not been the 

right time to execute those strategic alternatives, largely because of the need for substantial improvements in 

operating performance that would better position LSB to execute on those alternatives.  When we agreed to a 

settlement last year that added two independent directors whom we had nominated to the Board, it was with the 

clear understanding that LSB would spend the year improving its operations.  Concurrently, the Strategic 

Committee would explore several strategic options that, following the expected operational improvements, 

would become viable alternatives. 
  
Now, a year later, after another year spent failing to improve the Company’s operations, you are once again 

claiming that the strategic alternatives cannot be pursued largely due to the Company’s continued operational 

underperformance.  Yet somehow, you are asking shareholders to give you another year with the same 

management team and the same unacceptable governance structures that have repeatedly failed to produce 

results.  The Strategic Committee’s conclusion, in our view, was essentially that, although a separation of LSB’s 

disparate businesses does make sense and that an MLP is worth exploring, now may not be the opportune time to 

execute either transaction, largely because LSB must first focus on improving its operations.  We can understand 

this conclusion, even though we may not fully agree with it.  What we cannot understand, however, is the 

Board’s stubborn stance that, even though it is absolutely critical that LSB execute on long overdue 

operational improvements this year, shareholders should entrust this critical task to the same management 

team that has consistently failed to execute.  This does not make sense to us, and we do not believe that any 

truly independent and objective board would permit this. 
  
The Time for Real Change Is Now 
  
It is time for accountability at LSB.  It is time for real change.  It is time for LSB to become a professionally 

governed public company.  Our goal is to improve the Company’s operating and financial performance as 

substantially and expeditiously as possible, in order to unlock value for shareholders.  We also believe that 

operating improvements will reopen the door for executing on the strategic opportunities we have outlined to 

LSB many times, including a separation of the Climate Control business and an MLP of the Chemicals business. 
  
  

  

 
  

  
Over the coming weeks we will share more details about our plan for LSB and the value creation 

opportunity.  We will also demonstrate why our nominees are more qualified to represent shareholders and 

oversee a turnaround at LSB.  Our nominees have substantial experience operating, transforming, and 

completing complex transactions in fertilizer and chemicals businesses. Our nominees bring the expertise, 

accountability, and, most importantly, the true independence that LSB so desperately needs. 
  
As we have clearly discussed with you, we believe substantial and immediate change is necessary at LSB.  It is 

disappointing that, despite significant efforts, we have not yet been able to reach a mutually agreeable settlement 

to avoid the need for an election contest.  We remain open-minded about potential solutions and are willing to 

continue to engage in discussions.  However, we are steadfast in our belief that increased independence on the 

Board will be required to ensure improved performance, better management accountability, and a shift towards 

best-in-class corporate governance practices. 

 

 

 

  



Best Regards,   

    

    

/s/ Jeffrey C. Smith /s/ Peter A. Feld 

    

Jeffrey C. Smith    Peter A. Feld 

Managing Member    Managing Member 

Starboard Value LP    Starboard Value LP 

 


